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Benjamin Bacon (白培耕)，出生于美国生活在上海，是上海跨媒体实验室与设计
公司 Dogma Lab 联合创始人之一。他是计算机算法与媒体设计教授，曾任教于纽
约帕森斯设计学院的设计+科技专业，并担任该专业本科系主任。他还曾在其他如
上海纽约大学等高校任教。

他的声音艺术、媒体艺术及装置艺术在美国、欧洲、亚洲、中东等诸多美术馆与艺
术机构、展览及艺术节展出，其中包括但不限于 Chelsea 美术馆 (纽约)、新媒体三
年展 (深圳)、中国美术学院 (上海分区)、红坊雕塑园区 (上海)、BYOB 1933老场
坊 (上海)、Gallery Ho (纽约)、中央美术学院 (北京)、北京设计周 (北京)、中国新
媒体三年展《延展生命》(北京)、中国新媒体三年展《合成时代》(北京)、《代码：
蓝色》(北京)、Plug-In (瑞士)、SDJ 画廊 (纽约)、GDC (深圳)。

他曾是北京诺基亚研究院访问学者、上海视觉艺术学院访问外国专家，并在 AMD 
基金会的支持下在中国执行中学生游戏设计与科普教育项目 Activate！多年。他曾
是深圳 SGDA - GDC 的设计大赛评委，且曾任第一届中美青少年创客大赛评委。
他也曾在诸多知名场合及机构发言，其中包括但不限于 TEDx宁波、阿里巴巴 UED 
UCANN 大会、上海 Lumeries 灯光艺术节国际会议等。

Soundspade 是白培耕的音乐演出艺名，他在该名旗下创作、创造音乐、声音艺术
与DJ演出。他是《分压器》多媒体演出项目的创始人与主导音乐人，该演出系列将
交互媒体技术与电音演出的形式相结合，运用非传统的创作手aDJ 项目的创始人与
主导音乐人。在1994年，他曾与好友 Jonathan Ford (艺名 Dissociate) 共同创办
乐队 DIES IRAE ! US，并在德国莱比锡的Wave Gothik Treffen音乐节等诸多场所
演出。90年代末，白培耕与好友离开 DIES IRAE ! US 并共同创建了工业电音双人
组 ANIMADVERSION。2000年初，白培耕又相继创建了乐队 BLINDWORKS。
白培耕自90年代以来在北美、欧洲与亚洲等各地巡演并创作音乐、声音项目。

Benjamin Bacon is the co-founder of DOGMA Lab, a cross-disciplinary media and 
design consultancy based in Shanghai. He previously held the title of Assistant Pro-
fessor of Computational and Media Design and was also the former Director of the 
undergraduate Design + Technology program at Parsons School of Design in New 
York City. Additionally he has held professorships at several top ranked interna-
tional Universities such as New York University Shanghai where he was an Assistant 
Professor of Art and as a foreign expert and Professor of Computational and Media 
Design at Shanghai Institute of Visual Art. 

His sound, computational and installation art has been exhibited or performed in-
ternationally in the USA, Europe, Asia and Middle East, including but not limited to 
the Chelsea Art Museum (NYC), Media Arts Festival (Shenzhen), China Academy 
of Art (Shanghai), Red Town Sculpture Space (Shanghai), BYOB (Shanghai), Gallery 
Ho(NYC), Central Academy of Fine Arts (Beijing), BJDW (Beijing), TransLife and Syn-
thetic Times (Beijing) exhibition sat the National Art Museum of China, Code: Blue 
(Beijing), Plug-In (Switzerland), SDJ Gallery (NYC), and GDC (Shenzhen).

He was a visiting researcher at Nokia Research Center (Beijing), a foreign expert at 
Shanghai Institute of Visual Arts (Shanghai) and implemented a game design cur-
riculum called Activate! at Dandelion Middle School (Beijing) with support from the 
AMD Foundation. He was a judge for the SGDA - GDC (Shenzhen), the 1st Annual 
US-China Young Maker Competition (Beijing). He has lectured at many prestigious 
institutions and events such as TEDx in Ningbo, Alibaba UED UCANN Conference, 
Lumeries Conference (Shanghai), to name a few.

SOUNDSPADE is his performance name for his music, sound art and dj projects. He 
is the founder of VOLTAGE DIVIDER, a series of live music, interactive media events 
that explore different experimental and avant-garde musical styles and non-tradi-
tional production methods and he is also the co-creator of BLACK EYELINER. In 1994 
he formed DIES IRAE ! US with fellow confidant Jonathan Ford (Dissociate) and per-
formed at festivals such as Wave Gothik Treffen in Leipzig, German. Throughout the 
1990’s and 2000’s he Dj’d and performed live at various venues in North America, 
Europe and Asia. 
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PROBE 001 or AVERSE SPECILLO DI DUCENDUM, is an AI-driven interac-
tive mechanical installation that presents a version of the artist’s imagi-
nation of post-planetary machine life. Following the thought exercise of 
the Panspermia hypotheses (the theory that life on the earth originat-
ed from microorganisms or chemical precursors of life present in outer 
space and able to initiate life on reaching a suitable environment), the 
installation speculates on a future where alien conscious machines can 
bare the trials of space travel to investigate the hostile environment of 
our earth. 

The installation tracks people and object data of the immediate space 
around it, including human presence and movement, and feeds this 
data back into a machine learning program framework developed by 
the artist that analyzes and stores said data in a database.

This database can then potentially be used by future artists to devel-
op data-driven work, where art generates new art, much in tune with 
the panspermia logic of life regeneration. This piece, collected by the 
UNArt Center in Pudong Shanghai in 2019, also marks the surge of ma-
chine learning art installation in past years, and like an exotic species 
collected by past explorers, the AI piece itself represents a new exotic 
genre of media art collected by the budding media art institute.

This piece open August 23rd, 2019 at UNArt Center in Shanghai, China.

PROBE 001 
Averso Specillo Di Ducendum
,,probe #jja

2019









The Quantum Frame is a mechanical installation that speculates on 
the future of quantum computing and what that may hold for ma-
chine intelligence and consciousness. The installation takes the form of 
the present day quantum computer, with a tubular central chamber, 
where machine learning data drives the mechanical movements of an 
electromagnetic structure, breathing life into the metallic framework, a 
ghost in the machine. 

The current version of the frame is self-generative. But the artist hopes 
that once time-sharing of the quantum computer is open to the gen-
eral public, that the installation may be able to talk with the quantum 
machine directly via data transfer. 

QUANTUM FRAME
Aluminum, Fiber Optic, Electromagnets, 
Ferrofluid, Machine Learning

2019









The Little Sound Machines is a sound installation consisting of a series 
of both mechanical and digital machines that are connected to an 
AI network. Three AIs form the central brain of the network. Through 
learning from and influencing each other, the AIs construct the musical 
phrases that are then played out through a series of sound-generating 
machines. The music generated by the AI is also presented on a series 
of television screens that visualizes both the AI data and audio, as well 
as machine logic and behavior to the audience. 

This piece proposes a new mode of music creation in the age of intel-
ligent machine. Through experimentation, the artist presents an explo-
ration of new musical interfaces that erases the composer from the 
equation, to present a purely machine-made performance. 

The Little Sound Machines are made from found objects, up-cycled 
and spare parts.

LITTLE SOUND MACHINES
An AI Driven Machine Orchestra
An Ever Growing Sound Installation

2018











W Residency - XinChang, China

Sawtooth No.1 is the first of a series of fundamental sound wave sculp-
tures that explores the manipulation of sound and light through spatial 
form and material vessels. The series will include other studies in sine 
waves, square waves and triangle waves.

SAWTOOTH NO. 1
Steel, Neon LED, Speakers 
Computationally Generative Sound

2018







The Bio-harminic Quartet links together a number of musicians and art-
ists via a biofeedback network. This network acts as a musical interface 
and uses the collective data of participants’ bodily activities to gener-
ate music and soundscapes in collaboration with an AI.

The goal is to put music production into the context of the increasingly 
important debates happening between man and machine. It also ex-
plore new concepts of musical performance and production utilizing 
developing technologies.

The brainwave module controls the overall mood of the music: atten-
tion, meditation, how calm the musician is. The static electricity sensing 
module controls the harmonic aspect of the music. The muscle impulse 
controls the melody / pitch of the music. The artificial intelligence mod-
ule collects all the data, analyzes it, and sends new instructions to the 
instruments.

This performance debuted at the Shanghai Symphony Orchestra, in 
collaboration with musician B6 (Lou Nanli) July 2018.

THE BIO-HARMONICS QUARTET
Bio-harmonic Sensors and Machine Learning
Computationally Generative Sound
Artists: Benjamin Bacon, Vivian Xu

2018





Brainwave
脑电波

STATIC ELECTRICITY
身体静电

MUSCLE IMPULSE
肌肉伸缩

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
人工智能

CONDUCTOR - CURATE / MIX SOUNDS
指挥 - 调音、混音

BIO-HARMONICS
身体信息采集

Brainwave
脑电波

The brainwave module will control the overall mood of the
music: sad, happy, excited, calm, etc.

脑电波信息用来控制音乐的情绪：欢乐、哀伤、激烈、舒缓，等等

STATIC ELECTRICITY
身体静电

The static electricity sensing module will control the harmonic
aspect of the music

采集的人体静电信号可用来控制音乐的合旋部分

MUSCLE IMPULSE
肌肉伸缩

The muscle impulse can control the melody / pitch of the music

肌肉的收缩信息可以用来控制音调和旋律

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
人工智能

The artificial intelligence module will then collect all the data,
analyze it, and send new instructions to the instruments

人工智能部分讲采集、分析所有数据，并将演奏信息传递给合成器

The Bio-harminic Quartet links together a number of musicians and artists via a 
biofeedback network. This network acts as a musical interface and uses the collective 
data of participants’ bodily adtivities to generate music and soundscapes in collaboration
with an AI.

The goal is to put music production into the context of the increasingly important debates
happening between man and machine. It also strives to explore news concepts of musical
performance and production utilizing developing technologies.

《身体四重奏》是一个声音装置和演出项目。该装置通过传感器等新型科技将三位演奏者连接在
一个信息网域内，在演出过程中观测演奏者的身体状态，采集脑电波、身体静电变化、肌肉
伸缩等数据，将其传输给一个AI系统。AI收集、分析这些身体数据，将演奏数据发送到现代
电子音乐设备中，生成实验性音景，与演奏者共同合作完成演出。

该作品将声音创作置入当下越发重要的人与机器的讨论当中，试图推进与尝试新的音乐创作
与演出手段与形式。

DESIGNED 
AND BUILT BY

VIVIAN XU AND
BENJAMIN BACON





The Cube is an interactive stage design installation for musical and oth-
er forms of performance. The performer is enclosed in the cube, away 
from the audiences’ view, while multiple cameras and Microsoft Kinects 
capture the performance, generative code is used with the live stream 
and the video is projected onto the white canvas covering the cube.  
Lining the inside of the cube is neon led strips that are controllable over 
MIDI and DMX that the performer can utilize in any manor of ways. The 
audience can view the performance, but only through the mediated 
media being projected.

THE CUBE
Interactive Stage Design Installation and 
Performance 

2018











Produced by DOGMA Lab. Collaborating studios include Anyways, 
Here’s the Thing, 100 Architects. Construction by EMCC.

The 2017 Xin Tian Di Christmas Snow Globe utilizes both technology and 
art to create an interactive space for busy urban dwellers. The visual 
styling of the installation are modern and minimal. 

As the viewer ascends along the circular stairs up to the second floor, 
what immediately comes into view is the massive dome structure over-
head. Built with hundreds of panels lined with over 1000 meters of in-
teractive LEDs that light up periodically with custom designed lighting 
shows, brightening up the sky both day and night. 

In the center of the crystal ball is the Christmas Tree, constructed in a 
low-poly style using dichroic and transparent acrylic, like a light emitting 
crystal, reflecting the light in the day and refracting the internal lights 
at night. Visitors can explore the cavity of the Christmas Globe, where 
the internal space of the tree is lined and it with custom designed inter-
active lighting. When people touch the hand print touch points at the 
base of the tree, through collaborative work, they can light up the en-
tire Christmas Globe and crystal ball level by level, layer by layer from 
the inside out. Through gaming and play, we hope to bring people to-
gether during the holiday season to create wonderful experiences and 
wonderful memories.

ROLLING X CHRISTMAS SNOW GLOBE
Commissioned Public Interactive Installation
Artists: Benjamin Bacon, Vivian Xu (DOGMA)

2017











The Magnetic Body Instrument looks at the human body as an inter-
face and explores innovative ways of hacking the body for the pur-
pose of musical expression and performance. By embedding magnets 
into his fingers, and working his hands in combination with custom de-
signed and developed electromagnetic instruments, the artist creates 
new modes of sound generation, musical performance and new expe-
riences for both the performer and the audience.

Dogma Dual Axis Mono Synthesizer (DDAMS-1) was designed and cre-
ated as part of The Magnetic Body Instrument and is controlled by in-
teracting with the implanted magnets. The DDAMS-1 is an open source 
Arduino based 2 voice granular mono-synth with a customized dual-ax-
is accelerometer human musical interface, midi in, line level out and 
programmable controller.

THE MAGNETIC BODY INSTRUMENT
Transhuman New Musical Interface, 
Performance And Mini-Documentary

2017









Performance at “+++” Audiovisual Interaction International Forum.
Hosted by China Academy of Art Shanghai Institute of Design.



An ongoing video series exploring Google Deep Dream neural network 
with generative and computational methods. Utilizing public domain 
and found video footage, This series explores the sense of vision and 
how humans and machines process image frame by frame. Taking ad-
vantage of Google’s neural networks and other open source genera-
tive coding platforms such as openFrameworks.

NEURAL DREAMS AND HUMAN 
MACHINES
Deep Dream Neural Network
Generative and Computational Video

2014 - 2018









Audio and visual performance utilizing non-traditional chemical and 
physical materials to generate projection art in a public space.

ULTRASONIC 3D PROJECTION, 
CYMATICS & CHEMILUMINESCENCE
Artists: Benjamin Bacon, Vivian Xu

2014 







At Mingles core, the installation is a voyeuristic sound piece that inter-
acts with audio messages left by people in local or remote locations 
and uses their conversations as fodder for sound experimentation. 

Version 1.0 in 2007, simple but elegant red phones are used as the tool 
for people to listen into the sound poem as well as allowing them to 
leave their own messages. The sound poem then loops until anoth-
er is created through new messages. The location of the red phones 
change from time to time and is flexible as long as there is a connec-
tion to the Internet. 

Version 2.0 in 2014 expanded on the idea of a never ending sound 
poem by adding a layer of encryption utilizing one time pads that en-
gage participants to leave messages that were encrypted which then 
gave them access to other messages that the participants left. This sys-
tem investigated and experimented with private and public access to 
private messages and who would be allowed access to them. 

Version 3.0, engages with voice activated Artificial Intelligence algo-
rithms and pre-trained models used commonly in smart home appli-
ances and other electronic devices. Participants will interact with an AI 
to leave messages for others and explore the unknown landscape of 
voice activated and machine learned responses.

MINGLE
An Investigation With Private And Public 
Access To Private Encrypted Messages

2007
2014
2019



Mingle V.2
by Benjamin Bacon

2014

Mingle is a voyeuristic sound installation that interacts 
with audio messages left by people in remote 
locations (other cities and countries) and uses their 
conversations as fodder for sound experimentation 
by constructing a sound poem. 

Simple but elegant red phones are used as the tool 
for people to listen into the sound poem as well as 
allowing them to leave their own messages. The sound 
poem then loops until another is created through new 
messages. The location of the red phones change 
from time to time and is flexible as long as there is a 
connection to the Internet. All messages left on the 
red phones are saved to a sound sample database.





The Electromechanical Solenoid Orchestra (ESO) is an interactive sculp-
ture and modular musical orchestra. The ESO stems initially from the ob-
servation that simple electromechanical actuators and solenoids can 
create complex machines. It is based on musical compositions created 
from unique, custom-made and non-traditional instruments. The form 
of the ESO is influenced by the Stele Forest at the Xi’an Beilin Museum 
including the systemic arrangement of ancient stone horse hitching 
posts, the assortment of sculptural characters on each post as well as 
the musical synesthesia of being in that environment. Through digital 
data control, the ESO system is capable of generating music and sonic 
landscapes in real-time. 

The “Weather Tunnel” utilized a long corridor at the National Art Mu-
seum of China. The corridor was architecturally transformed into an 
amorphous, translucent tunnel / cocoon / bubble to contain multiple 
artworks in an organic, interactive flow. Inside, the walls will breathe 
and scents will be released, in addition to other sensations interpret-
ing environmental data such as CO2, CO, NO2, LUX, temp C, rH, PM, 
tVOC, dB noise.

The “Weather Tunnel” was part of the “TransLife” Beijing New Media 
Trianual exhibition at the National Art Museum of China.

ELECTROMECHANICAL SOLENOID 
ORCHESTRA & WEATHER ENSEMBLE
Solenoid Based Musical Instruments

2011







Black box theory is known as an object or system that transfers or shapes 
input into output without any knowledge of the mechanisms working 
internally. What happens when an object enters the black box? How 
does it transform? Is input equal to the output or is there data loss? Is our 
perception of reality the same as the digital representation outputted 
from the black box? Subjective Box scans the perceived form of the 
input-object in 360 degrees and projects the decaying transient data 
remnants.

Subjective Box was part of the exhibition CTL-Print which was themed 
around the concept of historical and modern printing technologies. 
We decided to interrogate the meaning of printing within the age of 
digitized devices, and utilizing a cylinder full of flatbed scanners and a 
projector to create a new custom interface that digitally prints the im-
age of the participants onto spaces.

SUBJECTIVE BOX
Black Box Theory
Artists: Benjamin Bacon, Glendon Jones

2009







Upon entering the cafe at the National Art Museum of China during 
the Synthetic Times 2008 exhibition, weary gallery-goers are witness to 
a triptych of large data monitors, representing all recent Bluetooth en-
abled mobile devices present at the museum. The screens, each with 
its own visual language, represent an hourly, daily, and weekly archive 
of unique mobile phone hardware ID numbers recorded as they enter 
the museum. These time scales and visual iconography evoke the cen-
tral themes of the Synthetic Times 2008 exhibition: the expressive nature 
of the human body beyond mere visuality, the intrinsic qualities of digi-
tal media as emotive and autonomous agents, the multivalent recom-
binant quality of data clouds and the rhizomatic hyper-connectedness 
of telephony and computational networks. 1000 Cell Phones is a mo-
bile media installation focused the nature of social networking and our 
relationship to it.

1000 CELL PHONES
Mobile Media Installation Focused The Nature 
Of Social Networking
Artists: Ben Bacon, Sven Travis, David Carroll

2008









Traveler is an interactive video projected on a panoramic screen and 
pneumatic installation that involves two stationary bikes. Depending 
on which bike is peddled faster the video projected would switch from 
a bike ride through NYC to a bike ride in Beijing. Music reflecting each 
city also plays. When the bikes are not peddled the panoramic screen 
displays a cubed combination of both cities. The front tire of the bikes 
are rigged to pneumatics, so that when someone rides the bike the 
front tire bounces up and down as if riding down a city street.

TRAVELER
An Interactive And Playful Bicycle Installation 
Utilizing Panoramic Video And Pneumatics
Artists: Ben Bacon, Sven Travis, Paul Notzold

2006



TRAVELER : 2006







Soundspade is a software and hardware tool, enabling musicians 
to search, upload, play and compose, using a network repository of 
sound samples. The sound files are contributed to the repository from 
the members of the musician community. The software analyzes the 
sound files for different musical qualities when they are uploaded. The 
user searches the repository based on musical qualities, and selected 
samples can then be downloaded.

The Soundspade hardware is an embedded Linux music workstation 
designed to be portable and easy for musicians to use. It incorporates 
touch sensitive technology. The main premise behind the music work-
station is to provide an integration of an audio and MIDI enabled com-
puter and MIDI controller. The hardware supports Open Source MIDI 
and audio software making it a versatile workstation for any musician. 
With the addition of the Soundspade client software, the musician can 
upload, search and download samples from the Soundspade repos-
itory. The Soundspade software downloads songs from shared iTunes 
playlists, and then analyzes, slices and ingests them into the repository 
for use in the hardware. 

SOUNDSPADE
A Crowd-Sourcing Digital Music Performance 
Interface To Create Experimental Electronic 
Soundscapes.

2005
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